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Abstract
In this paper we report early findings from a sample of 

Australian participants using Nokia’s Lifeblog software 

on mobile phones to record aspects of living and 
learning in both formal and informal settings. We take 

the view that learning is the process people engage in 

when they are making meaning and constructing 
knowledge. The Lifeblog software affords new 

opportunities to capture, manipulate and communicate 

daily events and thoughts that assist in making meaning 
in individual and collective contexts. We aim to link this 

with the emerging phenomena of digital storytelling and 
ePortfolios, which are both examples of learners actively 

creating digital material for an audience, rather than 

passively receiving information. Findings to date 
indicate that the creative capacity of the mobile phones is 

not frequently encouraged in formal educational settings.  

1. Introduction 

This paper reports a project that has grown out of our 

previous work with mobile technologies [1] and digital 

and ePortfolios [2]. With the increasing interest in 

creating personal digital archives, such as Microsoft’s 

LifeBits project [3], and digital storytelling, to share 

individual and collective stories and cultural identities, 

we see a potential for both formal and informal learning 

to occur through creation and publication of material 

using everyday mobile devices. 

Learning, in our view, is the process people engage in 

when constructing knowledge [4], rather than the pure 

transmission of information from those who have it to 

those who do not. Knowledge is in the form of objects to 

be considered, criticised and improved by the learners in 

a social world [5]. Mobile learning is therefore the 

personal consequence of the creation of knowledge itself, 

able to be undertaken anywhere, anytime. We are 

interested in the tools and devices that might support this 

enterprise.

In particular we are interested in the use of mobile 

technology for creating ePortfolios. ePortfolios are 

essentially containers for purposeful selections of 

artefacts in audio, visual, and textual forms. These 

selections are drawn from a larger archive of evidence 

collected over a period of time, ranging from a semester 

of study to a whole lifetime. They are principally used in 

educational settings, with purposes including assessment 

of learning, transitions between levels of education, and 

preparation for employment. They are therefore tools for 

communication. We believe an important feature of 

ePortfolio systems is reflection: the process of 

documenting context, purpose, relevance and impact of 

the selected items, among other things. This reflective 

aspect of ePortfolio development is also recognised as 

part of the learning process [6]. 

Seeing the potential of people creating digital items on 

the move, revisiting these artefacts, reflecting on them 

individually and holistically, and sharing the important 

items with others, Nokia developed Lifeblog software 

(www.nokia.com/lifeblog). While Nokia has an interest 

in mobile learning, it created Lifeblog more as a social 

software, to support both the desire to document life’s 

events and the need to feel socially connected through 

sharing or gifting personal details [7]. 

In Australia, schools and universities have encouraged 

students to use laptop and desktop computers for many 

years, and more recently have installed broadband or 

wireless connections. Many are investigating ePortfolios 

for students, and in some cases, for teachers. Although 

some still speak of delivering courses to students, many 

educators agree that learning is best achieved when the 

learners take an active part in constructing knowledge. 

This user-centred approach requires software that helps 

learners to process information, engage in abstract 

thinking, and make knowledge construction processes 

apparent. Some call this empty software, allowing 

learners space for thinking, constructing and learning; in 

contrast to software that delivers content [8]. Enabling 

users to create and distribute their own work makes them 

active participants in the culture creation process [9].
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A related approach is situated learning, which involves 

students in authentic learning activities that allow them 

to learn and practise skills in real contexts where they are 

applicable, such as writing for publication in the press, or 

designing websites for real clients [10-12]. The 

collection of products into archives and ePortfolios is 

seen as a means of supporting the assessment of such 

authentic learning activities.  

Australian teenagers are enthusiastic users of mobile 

phones. Lifeblog exploits the benefits, especially for 

young people, of being integrated with an ever-present 

technology [1]. A mobile camera-phone is likely to be 

available to record memorable events as they occur, 

without the need for a separate device, thus affording the 

expressiveness of multimedia in one tool [13]. 

Importantly, it is also a communication device: 

facilitating widespread sharing of the digital souvenirs, 

as well as encouraging a new language of expression in 

the abbreviated form of SMS. 

In this paper we focus on formal contexts including 

schools, where at present mobile phones, particularly 

those with cameras, are subject to policies quite different 

to those governing computers, often being banned in 

class. Here the role of the teacher as a gatekeeper is often 

very influential. Hannafin and Savenye [14] suggest that 

early efforts to incorporate new technologies failed 

because the importance of the teacher’s role was 

underestimated, and there was little formal support for 

the new technologies. They identify various factors 

influencing teacher resistance, including that some 

teachers do not believe computers improve learning 

outcomes, some fear losing control of the classroom, and 

others fear displaying a lack of knowledge or skill with 

computers. Teachers’ attitudes need to be understood if 

mobile phones are to be successfully introduced into 

formal learning contexts, and might explain why many 

projects using mobile phones take place with learners 

who have dropped out, or are at risk of not remaining at 

school [15]. 

The Lifeblog software, compatible with several of 

Nokia’s phone models, sits on both phone and PC, and 

allows more manipulation of data than simple photo 

album features. It automatically stores text, images and 

video including SMS and MMS, and sorts the material 

chronologically from left to right across the screen (see 

Fig. 1) This collection – the Timeline – is similar to the 

archive, or collection of artefacts in an ePortfolio. The 

photographs and videos can be labelled easily, and 

annotated with text notes, or embellished, such as by 

adding a poem to an image. In this way users can easily 

create digital stories and capture reflections, an essential 

element of learning and of portfolios.  

From the collection in the Timeline, users can drag and 

drop particular items into another layer – Favourites – 

and even transfer these selections back to the handset for 

sharing with others on the move. We see this as akin to 

the purposeful selection of items for an ePortfolio, and its 

communication to an audience. Lifeblog also enables 

wider publishing through its capacity to publish directly 

from handset or PC to a blog site on the web. These sites 

can be password-protected to ensure restricted access, if 

desired. 

2. Methodology

We aim to explore the possibilities of appropriating a 

software system designed for social communication to 

more formal learning purposes. The research focus is on 

creation, communication and storage of personal 

information through the technology, rather than on the 

usability of the technology itself, with a particular 

interest in unexpected uses that lead to learning through 

activity and reflection.   

Our approach combines ethnography (to understand 

participants’ cultural contexts) and the ‘cultural probes’ 

techniques developed by Gaver et al [16], extended by 

contextual interviews [17]. Probes are designed to garner 

an understanding of the playful character of human life. 

In this case, the handset is the probe, the context is 

sometimes more formal, and as far as possible, the 

researchers use the same tools as the participants.  

A pilot study was conducted late in 2004, when ten 

participants were given the use of a 7610 handset, 

containing a one megapixel camera, up to ten minutes 

video recording, phone, Internet capability, 8MB 

memory and numerous other features. In spite of having 

less than a week each to use the software, these 

participants reported a wide range of uses of the handset 

and software combinations. In 2005, Nokia (Finland) 

provided twenty handsets. We recruited additional 

participants through word of mouth and the press, 

suggesting that they should already use a range of 

features such as SMS and MMS, and be able to 

download the software onto their PC. These participants 

were able to use the phone for several weeks. We asked 

them to insert their SIM card into the loan phone in order 

to enable continuity of their phone number. In some 

school settings, however, teachers decided that students 

should use a different number, and purchased pre-paid 

SIM cards for the project. We offered a small cash 

amount to cover extra network costs.  

Participants ranged from school students as young as 

eight, vocational college students and teachers, and 

university students, to young parents and single 

professionals. They were encouraged to be creators, so 

were given few parameters regarding their collection and 

selection of items. Due to the design of the software, 

personal material is interwoven with professional items. 

This meant that a loving message from a partner might 

appear next to an image of schoolwork.  
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Participants were reminded, however, that they 

should delete personal material they did not want to 

share with us. 

We visited homes, schools and colleges and 

recorded our discussions as they showed us how they 

used Lifeblog. We copied and later analysed the 

artefacts that participants recorded in the Timeline 

and those selected for Favourites as well as those 

they sent via email or posted on the web. As the 

study is still under way, we present preliminary 

results below. 

3. Findings

All participants made use of the chronological 

Timeline as a form of record-keeping. 

Being able to have a visual diary, I like it. It’s 

nice…being able to keep records of things that 

are meaningful to me (university student). 
Participants also reported that Lifeblog allowed them 

to manage and store SMS on the PC. Instead of 

having to monitor memory limits on the phone and 

delete data manually, SMS, images and videos were 

automatically transferred to the PC with every 

synchronisation. This removed the burden of 

worrying about whether to keep precious messages while 

allowing sufficient memory for the next SMS, a limitation 

frequently mentioned in this and other studies [18].  

In terms of learning, an essential finding was the personal 

reflection that was enabled by Lifeblog. Our participants 

didn’t simply record their significant life events. They 

reviewed and reflected on their time lines in thoughtful 

ways, constructing and reconstructing meaningful narratives. 

We observed this process of reflection in several 

participants. 

An eight year old boy recorded images and notes about his 

day trip to a farm (Fig 1). Later while reflecting on his photo 

essay he wrote text notes about, and to, the people in his 

photos, and easily switched language codes, indicating rich 

potential for expressing learning and developing literacy. We 

found that activities like this worked best when facilitated by 

a teacher who could offer appropriate prompts and questions 

as the learner constructed a digital story. 

A teacher of building in a vocational college embarked on 

ePortfolio development. With the encouragement of his 

supervisor, he created a Lifeblog ePortfolio to reflect on his 

own work performance, annotating with text notes and even 

importing historical items into the software to show progress 

over time. His Timeline showed his daily schedule of 

classes, meetings and communications as a record of his 

contribution to the college. Since the culture means that 

students routinely use mobile phones on site and in

Figure 1: Lifeblog Timeline feature, including text notes 
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class, he encouraged them to record the progress of 

their building projects on video and to send them to 

him as multimedia messages (MMS).  

The building apprenticeship model is clearly an 

example of situated learning. On site, one employer 

used the video feature to capture the house framing 

completed by his apprentice, narrating as he panned 

around the site. He preferred the digital device for 

several reasons. First, it was easy to find. As with 

most builders, he normally keeps the assessment 

paperwork in his vehicle to keep it from getting dirty, 

but his mobile device is always to hand. Secondly, it 

was easy to use, and thirdly it increased his literacy 

options. As he was not confident with written 

English, he felt that making a video clip was 

preferable to writing on paper. 

Another participant, the father of an autistic child, 

offered an important potential new use for the mobile 

device. He explained that parents create social stories
[19], usually on paper, to help ‘autistic kids deal with 

new things, new environments and activities and 

things that are particularly difficult’. With the 

Lifeblog software he could create digital social 

stories with images and text notes: 

It organises the thing sequentially. The kids 
don’t mind acting, often they’re quite happy. You 

could actually do one of these and add little text 

to it. You have a ready-made generator for 
social stories. 

These examples show how mobile-generated 

diaries can be used to reflect upon life experiences 

and thereby enhance the learning experience. To date, 

however, there has been very little use of Favourites. 

Some participants wanted to send particular artefacts 

back to their phones, but did not realise this was its 

function until we advised them. Others felt they had 

no need for this, preferring to share artefacts via 

email to people’s computers than on the screen of the 

small device. For those who used Lifeblog’s capacity 

to keep in touch with distant family and friends, this 

seemed obvious. Similarly, we found that participants 

rarely used the MMS options to share images. 

However this enabling technology is not without 

social, organisational, or technological constraints. A 

technical constraint noted by our participants is the 

inability of Lifeblog to separate different aspects of 

one’s life (home, work, study, etc) as it combines all 

the events from one phone into one archive. Even 

though Lifeblog offers a range of sophisticated 

features, participants tended to focus on their 

activities and how best to support them, rather than 

functionality offered by the technology. One gave 

design advice: 

 Concentrate on what it’s going to be used for, 

and the processes to make that thing easier. 

Work out what the most likely uses for it are, and 

build in processes that make it dead easy, so that 
you can immediately use them (university 

student). 

Even when there was organisational support (e.g. 

support from the teachers and no school ban on 

mobile phones), technological constraints impacted 

on the way Lifeblog was used. In one school, 

students had to use a teacher’s computer to 

synchronise their work because only teachers’ 

computers used the appropriate operating system.  

The intended audience for Lifeblog contributed to 

some of the social constraints and raised some 

interesting issues. While audiences for the created 

material included self, friends and family, teachers 

and supervisors, there was also consideration of the 

researchers, and then the possibility of publishing on 

the Web. We could only judge the editing of material 

by what participants reported to us, but it appeared 

that some were quite happy for us to see most of their 

material, while others were not, particularly at the 

start of the project. One participant explained: 

I was thinking it’s me and it’s a record for me, 

and I was partly thinking possibly other people 

can look at this. It’s not something I would ever 
put up on the web. If I was going to do that I’d 

be far more selective (university student). 

In other cases, it was the participants’ families and 

friends who wanted material removed. A young deaf 

couple used SMS for their intimate exchanges and 

communication with friends, where others might use 

voice. At the insistence of some of their friends, 

many personal messages were deleted, particularly in 

the early weeks of their involvement. 

For our young participants, the culture of their 

schools affected the study. While some students were 

encouraged to use the handset during the school day, 

others had to conform to school rules requiring that 

phones be switched off. Further, we had not 

anticipated that some participants would be told not 

to use their normal phone number. This particularly 

affected how much of the communication they 

received was available for our study. 

Teachers and parents also played a significant role 

in influencing what was recorded. Perhaps because of 

the novelty of the technology, the parents and 

teachers were cautious and so acted to exercise some 

control over Lifeblog’s use. 

4. Conclusions

At this stage of our research, it appears that 

learning, as the process of creating knowledge that is
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personal, yet shared; that takes advantage of the 

moment yet is historical; is supported by the 

Lifeblog. Even though Lifeblog was not specifically 

designed for educational purposes, we see the 

promise for learning in the reflective capacity 

afforded by a multimedia chronological repository; 

through Lifeblog’s text notes and Favourites; and the 

ability to place artefacts in a rich context that also 

shows progress in knowledge and skills. The 

situatedness of the device means that evidence of 

personal and professional growth can be readily 

captured.

We also gained useful insights during our use of 

Lifeblog as a research tool. We found the handset 

very useful for photography in the field, and 

attempted to use SMS to contact participants. 

However we fell back on email contact in many 

cases, due to our ease of access to it. The video 

quality of the device was not sufficient for 

presentation purposes, although it could provide an 

aide-memoire or a first draft of a presentation. 

Although we originally intended to upload our 

reflections to a weblog, we have hardly begun this 

aspect.

As a result of the work we have done so far, we 

intend to refine our methodology to explore more 

deeply the thinking behind participants’ choices to 

capture material through images, video, and words. 

We also intend to test the use of Lifeblog in formal 

schoolwork. In doing this we will need to take into 

account the culture of schools and work more closely 

with teachers and students to demonstrate the 

possibilities of these everyday devices if they are to 

support the process of learning. 
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